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Abstract

The results of detailed parametric cxperiments are p_sented for the

near-wall flow field of a longitudinally slotted transonic wind tunnel.

Existing data are reevaluated and new data obtained in the Langley 6-

by 19-Inch Transonic Wind Tunnel are presented and analyzed. In the

experiments, researchers systematically investigate many pertinent wall-
geometry variables such as the walt openness and the number of slots

along with the free-stream Mach number and model angle of attack.

Flow-field surveys on the plane passing through the centerIine of the
slot were conducted and are presented. The effects of viscosity on

the slot flow are considered in the analysis. The present experiments,
combined with those of previous investigations, give a more complete

physical characterization of the flow near and through the slotted wall

of a transonic wind tunnel.

Introduction

Wind tunnels have long been used as tools for

aerodynamic research, development, and testing so
their use is relatively well understood. However, the

uncertainties in the data acquired from these facil-

ities may be excessive due to large interactions be-

twecn the fluid and the geometric constraints of the
tunnel circuit. The most important and variable por-

tion of the circuit is the test-section segment that

may have walls dcpcnding on the typc of testing and
the speed range. For low-speed testing, either closed-

throat or open-jet test sections are typically used;
transonic tunnels have either slotted- or porous-wall

test sections. Supersonic and hypersonic tunnels typ-

ically have solid (closed-throat) test sections, which

are almost a necessity for uniform flow.

Test sections with solid walls have zero normal

flow at thc wall, which constrains the flow about

the model such that (for positive angles of attack)

the upper surface velocities are higher than normal
and the lower surface velocities are lower. Thus, a

relatively larger value of lift is mcasured compared
with the lift for the same modcl in free air.

For an open-jet test section, zero pressure drop
exists across the interface between the jet and tile

"undisturbcd" plenum. Open-jct tunnels force the

local pressure at the interface to be equal to the

plenum free-stream pressure that is greater than the

pressure at an equivalent location in free air. Thus,
for positive angles of attack, the measured value of
lift is less than that in free air.

The closed-wall and open-jet tcst sections clearly

provide flow conditions that differ from those about

a body in free air. The resulting error in the model

data acquired in these types of wind tunnels was

analyzed for incompressible, two-dimensional flows
as early as 1919 by Prandtl (see Gtauert 1947).

For approximately 30 years extending into the late

1940's, Prandtl's linear analysis methods were ex-
tended to include effects such as three-dimensional

flow in wind tunnels with various cross-sectional ge-

ometries (e.g., sec Theodorsen 1931) and compress-

ible fluid flow (Allen and Vincenti 1944). Verification

experiments were also conducted during that period.
Several concise surveys of the resulting corrections

are given by Garner et al. (1966), Pindzola and Lo

(1969), Pope and Harper (1966), and Pankhurst and
Holder (1965).

The first 30 years of wind tunnel wall-interference

research yielded an important fact for modern wind
tunnels; that is, theoretically and experimentally,

solid-wall corrections are opposite in sign from those

of open-jet test sections. Thus, if a wall is par-

tially open, an adjustment to the geometric open-

ness (porosity) should be possible to obtain a near-
zero wall-interference correction and thereby allow a
more realistic simulation of frcc-air conditions. Two

major concepts have been advanced for constructing
partially open walls longitudinally slotting the wall
in the free-stream direction and perforating the wall

with discrete holes, typically with a uniform porosity.

Wright and Ward (1955) were the first rcscarchcrs
to determine theoretically the wall-induced intcrfer-

ence of the slotted-wall tunnel by solving Laplace's

equation for a circular cross-section wind tunnel with
different numbers of slots. The tunnel disturbance

was assumed to be caused by a doublet singularity

the strength of which is matched to the blockage of
the model. At the wall boundary, they alternately

applied the solid-wall and open-jet conditions at thc

solid portions (slats) and the open portions (slots),



respectively.Their analysisshowedtile "possibility
of obtainingzeroblockageinterference"in aslotted-
wall test section.Basedon thesetheoreticalcalcu-
lations,a slottedtest sectionwasconstructedfor
the NACALangley8-FootHigh-SpeedTunneland
placedinoperationinearly1950(Hansen1987).Re-
searchconductedin that facility showedthat by in-
creasingthedrivesystempower,slottedwindtunnels
couldoperateat supersonicspeedsandthat at tran-
sonicspeeds"thephenomenonofchoking,character-
isticof closedtunnels,did not occurin theslotted
tunnel"(WrightandWard1955).

As with mostadvancesin the stateof the art,
slotted walls introduceda new set of problems.
Slottedwallshavea mixedboundarycomposedof
solid and openregionsthat generatea flow field
for whichthe physicsis poorlyunderstood,partic-
ularlydownstreamof the modelwhereflowreturns
to the testsectionfromthe plenumchamber.Asa
result,the viscousslotted-wallflow fieldis difficult
to modelmathematically,evenwith inviscid-flowas-
sumptions.Severalgroupsof researchers(Davisand
Moore1953;ChenandMears1957;Baldwin,Turner,
andKnechtel1954;Goethert1961;Wood1964;and
BcrndtandSSrensdn1976)haveattemptedto sim-
t)lify theflow-fieldmodelandhavederivedwhat is
nowknownasa homogeneousslotted-wallboundary
condition.The termhomogeneousresultsfrom the
useof flowconditionsin thefar fieldof theslotted
wall wherethe rapidly varyingeffectof the highly
disturbedflownearandthroughtheslot isaveraged
in thespanwisedirectionovermanyslots.Typically,
the boundaryconditionprescribesthe relationship
betwecnthe pressuredropacrossthe wall andthe
streamlinecurvature of the flow in the wind tun-

nel. Depending on the formulation, that relation-

ship may depend on other quantities such as the flow

angle in or near the slot. These slotted-wall bound-

ary conditions contain coefficients that depend on thc

wall-geometry and tunnel-flow conditions, the values

of which must be determined by appropriate theory
or experiment. A discussion of these boundary con-

ditions and of the resulting coefficients is given in
a later section. Therefore, estimates of the wall-
induced interference are difficult to determine with

certainty, particularly at transonic speeds an(t with

large model-span-to-tunnel-height ratios.

To resolve some of the problems associated with

past si0ttcd:wall studies and existing data, a com-
bined theoretical and experimental study was initi-

ated (Everhart 1988). Specific goals of the study

were twofold: first, to increase understanding of

the physics of the flow near the slotted wall by re-
examining published slotted-wall data; second, to

conduct an experiment in which wall-geometry pa-

rameters were varied systematically and in which ap-
propriate flow measurements were made. With this

increased understanding of the slotted-wall flow field,
an improved mathematical model of the wall flow

field was developed that can bc used to improve in-

terference predictions in existing slotted-wall tunnels.

The model can also be used to design better walls for
existing and new tunnels, walls that will reduce the

interference in measured aerodynamic data.

The purpose of this paper is to present the ex-

perimental findings of this study. The paper begins
with a brief summary of the historical development of

the slotted-wall boundary condition, then proceeds
with an examination of the terms and coefficients

contained in the previous mathematical formulations.

This historical development is presented to lay an ap-
propriate foundation for subsequent sections in which

the existing experimental database is reexamined for

consistency and understanding. A new experiment
that significantly expands on the database has been

conducted in the Langley 6- by 19-Inch Transonic

Tunnel. This experiment is described in detail, data
arc presented, and the major results are discussed.

Finally, results from all experiments are summarized.
The results indicate the need for additional slot-flow

studies that focus on the slot boundary-layer inter-

action and on the effects of changes in the slot cross-
sectional geometry.

Part of the information presented in this report
was included in a dissertation entitled "Theoreti-

cal and Experimental Studies of the Transonic Flow

Field and Associated Boundary Conditions Near a

Longitudinally-Slotted Wind-Tunnel Wall" submit-
ted by" Joel L. Evcrhart in partial fulfillment of the

requirements for the Doctor of Science in Fhfid Me-

chanics, George Washington University, Washington,

DC, February 1988.
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tunnel Mach number least-squares

calibration coefficients (eq. (9))
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slot width, in.

tunnel semiheight, in.

slotted-wall streamline curvature
coefficient
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Subscripts:

cal

ff

h

Mach number

pressure, psi

plenum suction flow, rate, fta/min

dynamic pressure, psi

unit Reynolds number, ft -1

Reynolds number based on

length x

temperature, °R

wall thickness, in.

longitudinal (axial) velocity

component, ft/scc

perturbation velocity component in

x, y, and z direction, respectively,

ft/sec

transverse (crossflow) velocity

component, ft/sec

lateral velocity component, ft/sec

longitudinal distance along tunnel,
positive in downstream direction,
in.

distance normal to top and bottom
tunnel wall toward centerline, in.

distance normal to slotted wall from

eenterline, in.

lateral distance normal to x-y plane,
in.

angle of attack, deg

change in or drop across slotted
wall

boundary-layer thickness, in.

boundary-layer displacement

thickness, in.

orifice discharge coefficient

flow angle measured positive out of
test section, deg

density, slug/ft 3

potential, ft2/sec

calibrated

far field

average

P

ref
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Abbreviations:

AEDC

DACU

DAS

DFA

ESP

HP

IDT

id

LE

NTF

od

PCU

TE

plenum

reference

in slot

total

at vena contracta

at wall

in free stream

Arnold Engineering Development
Center

data acquisition and control unit

data acquisition system

diffuser flow apparatus

electronically scanned pressure

Hcwlett Packard

Innovative Data Technologies

inside diameter

leading cdge (fig. 11)

National Transonic Facility

outside diameter

pressure calibrator unit

trailing edge (fig. 11)

Slotted-Wall Geometry

A slotted-wall wind tunnel and its coordinate sys-

tem are shown in figure l(a). The longitudinal co-
ordinate x is along the centcrlinc of the tunnel, the

coordinate y is normal to the ccnterline, and the co-
ordinate z is normal to the x-y plane. The velocities

U, V, and W correspond to the coordinates x, y,
and z, respectively. A tunnel typically has a settling

chamber upstream of the test section to allow the

dampening of disturbances in the flow. Downstream
of this chamber is a length of solid, converging walls

through which tile flow is accelerated to the desired
test conditions. The test section has slotted walls ex-

tending both upstream and downstream of the model
with the walls separated by distance 2h. Upstream,
the slots allow the flow to expand around the model

into a plenum chamber that surrounds the test sec-
tion. Downstream, the slots allow the flow to reenter
tile test section. The slotted-wall portion of different

wind tunnel test sections may vary in the number

of slots, openness ratios, and cross-sectional geome-
tries. At the downstream end of the test section is a
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reentryregionthat mayhavereentryflaps(depend-
ing on the constructionof the tunnel) to allow
the smooth transition of the flow into tile diffuser

section.

Figure l(b) presents a cross-sectional view of a
typical slotted wind tunnel wall, defines its geomet-
ric parameters, and gives a portion of tile flow field

as projected onto the crossflow plane. The slotted-

wall configuration shown is composed of rectangular

members called slats that are uniformly spaced dis-

tance a apart. Tile geometric slot width is denoted

by d and the thickness or depth of tile slot is denoted
by t. Other geometric parameters such as variations

in cross-sectional shape and slot-lip radius of curva-

ture have not been illustrated for the sake of clarity.

Tile local flow angles 0, as shown in figure l(a), are
measured with respect to the centerline of the tunnel

and are positive for outflow. The approach velocity

to tile slotted wall v is the spanwise average of tile

velocity in the crossflow plane at some distance suf-
ficiently far from the slot to avoid the large, rapidly

varying flow into the slot. After entering the slot, the

flow may separate from the wall and narrow to form
a vena contracta. This narrowing forms the effec-

tive fluid slot width and is typically treated through

the use of an orifice coefficient. Although not noted

in the figure, the subscript s is used to denote the

property "at tile slot."

Slotted-Wall Boundary Condition

Historical Development

Davis and Moore (1953) and Chen and Mears

(1957) each attempted to simplify the mathemati-

cal description of the wall and in the process derived
what is now known as the classic or ideal form of the

homogeneous slotted-wall boundary condition. In

their theoretical analyses, they assumed that at the

wall all perturbations from the free-stream velocity
were small. This assumption allowed them to derive

a relationship between the far-field average (homoge-

neous) pressure drop across the wall and the stream-
linc curvature in the tunnel. Their formulation is

given as
0G,

Cp, w - Cp, s = 2at( O_ (1)

where the subscript w denotes the spanwisc average

of the flow property "at tile wall." This average is in

reality taken far from the slot in the tunnel where
the rapidly varying changes due to the presence of

the slot are negligible. The symbol Cp, s represents
the local far-field pressure coefficient on the plenum

side of the slotted walt. The slotted-wall, geometry-

dependent coefficient K nmst be determined either
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through theoretical analysis or appropriate experi-

ment. The major difference between the theories
of Chen and Mears and Davis and Moore is an at-

tempt by the former pair to model the influence of
slat thickness, whereas Davis and Moore considered

slats of zero thickness. This difference appears in the
theoretical value of the coefficient K.

Baldwin, Turner, and Knechtel (1954) proposed
an empiricM extension to equation (1) that accounts

for viscous effects in the slots. Likewise, Goethei"t

(1957) extended equation (1) by proposing a mod-

ification for slot configurations with porous cover
plates. The resulting form of the boundary condi-

tion was tile same i_ each case and is given by

0G,
Cp, u, - Cp, s = 2aKin- x + BOw (2)

where the linear crossflow term BOw is the contri-

bution of viscosity. Small velocity perturbations at

the wall were again assumed. An estimate of the
magnitude of the crossflow velocity for which equa-

tion (2) would apply was given by Baldwin, ]5arncr,

and Knechtel. Based on the present notation, that
estimate is

_/ <<2sin 7r U_ (3)

Thus, if a typical slotted-wall openness ratio

d/a = 0.05, the square of the crossflow velocity per-
turbation must be much smaller than 0.01 times the

longitudinal perturbation for the linear theory to ap-

ply. This places an unrealistic restriction on equa-

tions (1) and (2) for practical applications.

To remove the small crossflow restriction, Wood

(1964) reasoned that crossflow in the slot would be

larger than that typically allowed in the previous
theoretical developments and that it would dominate
the effect of the streamline curvature for slots of

small width. His perturbation analysis yielded the

nonlinear boundary condition,

Q,,,- = (4)

for both inflow and outflow through the slots. No

published application of the boundary condition is
known other than that of the original presentation

where only qualitatively similar comparisons with

experiment arc demonstrated. An interesting point
to note herc is that this formulation does not allow



for a wall negativepressuredrop. Finally,Bcrndt
andSSrensSn(1976)deriveda boundarycondition,

cp,,,,- cp, = 2 aK + (5)

by integrating the pressure along a path from the cen-

ter of the slat through the slot and into the plenum.

That analysis neglected shear stress contributions

and estimated the value of K from an inviscid analy-
sis in much the same way as the Davis and Moore the-

ory did, but this time Berndt and SSrensdn allowed

for the effect of slot depth (wall thickness). This

equation essentially combines tile functional forms of

equations (1) and (4) as the applicable wall-pressure-
drop condition. In this and each of the previously

cited forms of the boundary condition, the equations

have been derived after the assumption of inviscid

flow. A minor qualification of this statement is made

for the development of equation (2) in which the vis-
cous effects were empirically added after the fact.

Slotted-Wall Streamline-Curvature
Coefficient

The inconsistencies in the slotted-wall boundary

conditions presented earlier carry over into the val-
ues of the streamline-curvature coefficient K. The

experimentally determined values of K obtained be-
fore this study and the theoretically developed vari-

ations of K with openness ratio do not agree. These

differences and the reasons for the discrepancies are

thoroughly discussed in Everhart (1988). Figure 2
shows the experimental variation of K with wall

openness ratio (Barnwell 1976; and Baronti, Ferri,
and Weeks 1973) compared with the theories of Davis

and Moore (1953) and Chen and Mears (1957, as cor-
rected by Barnwell (1976)). The three experimen-

tally determined values of K are parametrically in-

consistent because they were obtained for a speed

range of 93 ft/sec to M_ = 0.95 and 'with the num-
ber of slots varying from 3 to 15. These comparisons

show considerable disagreement between the experi-

ment and the theory; they also reveal large discrep-
ancies from two different theoretical models of the

wall geometry. This disagreement occurs because

the physics of the problem is not appropriately cap-

tured. Therein lies the impetus for the current stud-
ies. New extensions of the slotted-wall theory that

yield improved correlations with experimental data

and consistent, parametric variations of the slotted-

wall boundary-condition coefficients have been pre-

sented by Everhart (1987, 1988). These extensions
incorporate the experimental results of this report

and will not be presented herein.

Analysis of Previous Experiment

Data from existing experiments arc analyzed in

this section and the physics of fluid motion near

a slotted wall is explored. Several previous slot-

flow wall-interference studies are examined, includ-

ing those of Chcn and Mears (1957), Gardenier and

Chew (see Goethert 1961), and Berndt and SSrensdn

(1976). Additionally, an analysis of some recently
published data obtained in the diffuser flow ap-

paratus (DFA) of the National Transonic Facility

(NTF)(Everhart, Igoe, and Flechner 1991) is pre-
sented. Note that all these experiments assumed
two-dimensional flow when in fact the tunnel side-

wall boundary layer and corner vortices impose some

degree of three-dimensional flow on the experiments.

Chen and Mears Experiment

Chert and Mears (1957) presented a theoretical

and experimental study of the slotted-wall bound-

ary condition. Three slot experiments (presented

in fig. 3) wcrc conducted in the Brown University
22 in. × 32 in. low-speed wind tunnel. In test 1, the

upper half of a 24-in-chord Joukowsky airfoil was
placed on a solid floor of the wind tunnel with its

leading edge 12 in. downstream of the slot origin. In

test 2, the same airfoil was moved so that its leading

edge was 22 in. downstream of the slot origin. Fi-

nally, in test 3, a 12-in-chord Joukowsky airfoil was
placed in the center of the tunnel between two slotted

walls with its leading edge 17 in. downstream of the

slot origin. Each slotted wall had nine 0.5-in-wide

slots with an openness ratio of 14.1 percent. The
slots originated 3 in. downstream of the beginning of
the test section and terminated 47 in. downstream.

In each case, the airfoil spanned the 32-in. width of

the tunnel and had a chord-to-tunnel semiheight ra-
tio of 1.09. This ratio is large compared with those of

0.3 to 0.6 typically used for conventional airfoil stud-

ies; the large airfoil size was chosen to accentuate the
airfoil and wall interaction.

The test velocity for each experiment was

93 ft/sec. All pressure measurements were referenced

to the atmospheric plenum pressure. Measurements

of the pressure and flow angle were made in the test
section over both the slot and the slat at a position

2 in. (4 slot widths) above the plane of the wall along

its length with probes mounted in a slot in the side-

wall of the tunnel. (See fig. 3.) All Chen and Mears
data presented here have the axial coordinate refer-

enced to the x station corresponding to the leading

edge of the airfoil, then are normalized using airfoil
chord length.

The Chen and Mears pressure measurements

taken over the slot are presented in figure 4(a) with
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the correspondingflow-anglemeasurementsin fig-
ure 4(b):= Here,the pressurecoefficientis calcu-
latedby usingthepressuredropacrossthewallbe-
causethereferencepressureis theplenumpressure.
Thepressurecoefficientsfor the 12-and24-in.air-
foilsmaximizeat differentupstreamlevelsaheadof
x/c = -0.5. Thisdisagreementispossiblydueto the
differencesin thegrowthof thetunnel-wallboundary
layersbut is morelikely dueto thefinite tunnelef-
fcctsmanifestedin theshortslot lengthupstreamof
theairfoilleadingedge.Theshortslot lengthwould
not allowtheflowto becomefully developedbefore
airfoil-inducedflowdisturbanceswereimposed.Dif-
ferencesin thepressuredropdownstreamof thelead-
ingedgebeginappearingimmediatelyandareclearly
evidentin thedatanearanddownstreamofthepoint
of maximumthickness(x/c -- 0.30).Fortest2, tile
trailingedgeof theairfoilextendedpasttheendof
the slots,whichgivesa finite-tmmcleffectthat is
evidentin both thepressuresandflowangles.(See
fig.4(b).)

Theflowanglespresentedin figure4(b)alsoshow
theeffectsof thefinitelengthoftheslots.Datafrom
tests1 and2 aresimilarin their developmentup-
streamof themaximumairfoil thicknessbut diverge
significantlydownstream.Interestingly,themcasure-
mentson thesmallairfoil (test3) compareverywell
with the test1 resultsbeginningat a point slightly
upstreamoftheleadingedgeandcontinuingthrough-
out theremainingmeasurementregion.

The streamwisegradientof the flow anglewas
obtainedby computingthe differencesin the mea-
suredvaluesof the flowanglefor eachtest andis
presentedin figure4(c),whichshowsthat aheadof
the airfoil leadingedge,all gradientsareessentially
the same.Thedata fromtests1 and3 givesimilar
resultsfor the wholerangeof measurements;how-
ever,test 3 againshowssignificantfinite-tunnelef-
fectsdownstreamof themaximumairfoil thickness.

Basedon theseobservations,the test 3 mea-
surementsare believedmorerepresentativeof thc
interactionsbetweenthe airfoil flow field and the
slotted-wallflow field in a typical airfoilwind tun-
nel,eventhoughthechord-to-tunnelscmihcightra-
tio is probablyexcessive.Thesedatademonstrate
thefinite-tunneleffectonwallpressuredataandthe
needto maintainenoughupstreamanddownstream
slot opennessto allowtheflowin theslot regionto
stabilize.

ChenandMears(1957)madeflow-anglemeasure-
mentsoverboth tile slatandtheslot;thesearepre-
sentedin figure5(a)with thecorrespondinggradi-
ent.presentedin figure5(b). Themeasurementsfor

all thetestsare "practicallythesameexceptin the
rearportion,"wherealargerinflowanglecanbcob-
servedoverthe slot as might be expected.They
alsohadsimilarcomparisonsfor pressuremeasure-
mentsbut, "to avoidcongestionof thegraphs,"they
did not presentthem.Thesimilarityof thestream-
wisevariaiionof theflowangleandits gradientand
thepressureovertheslot andslat indicatea nearly
homogeneousflowin thefar-fieldregionof theslots.
Additionally,thesedataindicatethat formanyofthe
slotstherapidly varyingportionof the slotted-wall
flowfieldis constrainedto a narrowregionnearthe
wall.

Berndt and SSrenseSn Experiment

Berndt and S5rensdn (1976) conducted an exper-
iment at a Mach number.of 0.903 to evaluate the

flow field near a slotted wall. A schematic of the test

facility and wall configuration (taken from that refer-

ence) is shown in figure 6. Those authors had a wall

with three slots 4 mm (0.156 in.) wide, a slot spac-
ing of 80 mm (3.15 in.), and a ratio of d/a = 0.05.

The slot depth was 6 mm (0.236 in.) and had a ratio

of t/d = 1.5. A circular airfoil with a 90-mm chord
(3.54 in.) positioned with the leading edge at tunnel
station 0 mm was used as a disturbance model. The

chord-to-tunnel semiheight ratio for the Berndt and

SSrensdn study was 0.72.

The Berndt and S6rens6n wall-pressure drop mea-

surements are presented in figure 7(a). Both model-
in and tunnel-empty pressure data are presented

along with the increment between the two conditions.
An examination of the increment curve shows the air-

foil to have two major effects on the wall-pressure

drop. The first effect is global and is caused by

the airfoil interaction with the tunnel and plenum

system. For matched free-stream Mach numbers,

the far-field upstream pressure in the tunnel with
the model installed will bc the same as that for the

tunnel-empty case. ttowever, the pressure increment

equilibrates upstream at a constant value that dif-

fers from the tunnel-empty value which indicates a

negative shift in the reference plenum pressure. Be-
cause of this shift, the plenum pressure is a very poor

choice for calculating the test Math number for tran-
sonic wind tunnels. The second major effect is a

region of large local pressure variation 1 chord up-
stream of and behind the model leading and trailing

edges. The term local is used to indicate the immedi-

ate vicinity of tile model where large changes in some

flow property (pressure in this instance) occur.

Flow-angle data measured in the slot are pre-

sented in figure 7(b). Approximately 0.5 chord up-

stream of the leading edge, the flow angle flattens and



becomesrelativelyinsensitiveto tile airfoil model.
Unfortunately,dataareunavailabledownstreamof
the station that correspondsto the airfoil trailing
edge;also,tim natureof the flowreturningto the
tmmel throughtile slot is unknown. Bcrndt and
S6rensdnstatethat the measurementsdownstream
of station80 mm (3.15in., x/c = 0.89) are un-
reliable due to their low values. It is important to

note the magnitude of tile flow angles in the slot.

At station -40 mm (-1.57 in., x/c = -0.44), the

tunnel-empty values are about 13 ° whereas airfoil-
in values arc about 18 °. Tile Bermlt and SSrcns6n

setup is such that large outflow occurs over most of

the airfoil test region.

Figure 7(c) presents the computed streamwisc

gradient ill the flow angle determined from the data

presented in figure 7(b). The effect of the airfoil

is clearly evident on both the streamwise gradient
and the previously noted uncertainty in the flow-

angle measurement. The airfoil effect on the gradient

of the slot-flow angle occurs primarily in the region

beginning approximately 0.5 chord length upstream
of the airfoil leading edge.

Berndt and SSrcns_n measured the total pressure

both along and through the slot on its centcrplane.

Those model-in results are reproduced here as fig-

ure 7(d). The total pressure of the slot-entry flow

from a position 0.67 chord upstream of the airfoil
leading edge to another position near the airfoil trail-

ing edge is very near that of the free stream. Berndt
and SSrens6n state that "the slot flow under consid-

eration is one with fairly small effects of inflow from

the wall boundary layer and of viscous stress in the
slot." However, contrary to that statement, the drop

in the total pressure through the slot, particularly
near the model, is an indication of the viscous shear-

ing in the slot and thd return of lower energy plemlm
air to the slot as the flow reverses direction. For the

tunnel-empty data, Berndt and SSrensdn state that
"When there is no model present the level of the to-

tal pressures (not shown) is somewhat reduced, while
the losses toward the rear are absent."

Wu, Collins, and Bhat Experiment

Wu, Collins, and Bhat (1983) and Bhat (1988)

conductcd flow-field survey experiments over a baf-
fled slot. The wall contained a single centerlinc slot

that was 0.36 m (14.2 in.) long by 6.6 × 10 -3 m

(0.26 in.) wide and had zigzag baffles that made a
14 ° angle normal to the wall. A schematic of the cx-

periment taken from the Wu, Collins, and Bhat pa-

per is shown in figure 8. Tile flow-field measurements

were made normal to the wall at four spanwise sta-
tions and at various free-stream Mach numbers and

amounts of plenum suction. The u, v, and w veloc-

ity components were obtained with a five-port flow-

angle probe. Although the experimental setup did

not have a true slot (because of the baffles), the data

are nonetheless comparable to that obtained for flow
over a slotted wall. Observations from thcse data

are used later in the report to help explain trends in
other data sets.

Figure 9 presents the _Vu, Collins, and Bhat data

for Moc = 0.81 at a spanwise station 1.27 cm from

the slot. Examination of the normal component

v/U_c shows that the flow accelerates toward the

slot, reverses direction (i.e., goes negative), then
reaccelcrates toward the slot. V_ru, Collins, and

Bhat projected the v and w components from the

four spanwise stations onto the transverse plane;

the results arc presented in figure 10 for a free-
stream Mach number of 0.6 at two different levels

of plenum suction. In figure 10(a) with no applied

suction, an apparent vortex-like secondary motion

exists. However, when suction is applied (fig. 10(b)),

the vortex is apparently removed and the flow is
directed strongly toward the slot.

Everhart, Igoe, and Flechner Experiment

Everhart, Igoe, and Flechner (1991) conducted a
study of the flow near a slotted wall in the DFA.

This facility, which is a small-scale version of the

contraction, test section, and diffuser regions of the

NTF, is described in detail by Gentry, Igoe, and

Fuller (1981). The test section region of tile tunnel
is shown schematically in figure l l(a). The tunnel

is 18.26 in. square with slotted upper and lower
walls and with solid sidewalls. Each slotted wall

was composed of six rectangular slots, each with a
constant width of 0.25 in. and thickness of 0.0625 in.

(t/d = 0.25). The slots originate at tunnel station

0 in. and terminate in the rcentry region at tunnel

station _45 in. The slot coordinate system and
wall cross section shape are shown in figures l l(b)

and ll(c).

During the experiment, flow angles were mea-

sured with a three-tube flow-angle probe. Measure-

ments were made through the slot on the centerplane
at a fixed longitudinal station and also along the slot
at a fixed vertical distance from the slot. Test results

were obtained at free-stream Mach numbers of 0.6,

0.725, and 0.85.

The test model used in the study was an NACA

0012-64 airfoil with a 5.4-in. chord, a leading edge at

station 22.6 in., and a trailing edge at station 28 in.

Maximum thickness of the airfoil is at x/c = 0.40,

which corresponds to tunnel station 24.76 in. The
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chord-to-tunnelsemiheightratiois0.59,whichistyp-
ical for two-dimensionalairfoil testing.Only airfoil
dataat zerolift wereobtainedbut not at all test
conditions.Becauseproblemswereincurredduring
dataacquisitionandreduction,pressuredataonthe
airfoilandon tile slottedwallwerenot availablefor
analysis.

The developmentof the tunnel-emptyslot-flow
variablesbothnormalto andalongtheslot isshown
in figure12forafree-streamMachnumberof 0.6.In
eachpart the localflowangle,measuredin degrees,
the localMachnumberandthe localtotal-pressure
ratioareplottedversusy/d. Note that y/d is positive

into the tunnel, that y/d = 8 corresponds to 2 in.

into the free stream, and that y/d = -4 corresponds
to 1 in. into the plenum. The flow angle is measured

positive out of the tunnel into the plenum. In

figure 12(a), the flow angle in the tunnel starts out

small, increases rapidly as the slot is approached,
and reaches a value of about 7° of outflow at the

slot entrance (at y/d = 0). The flow angles increase

almost linearly from y/d = 0.4 to the vena contracta,

which occurs between y/d = -0.3 and y/d = -0.5
in all cases. Variations of the local Mach number

(fig. 12(b)) and local total pressure (fig. 12(c)) show
the expected decrease due to viscous shearing of the

flow near the wall. At the slot entrance, the total

pressure in the slot is about 91 percent of its free-

stream value. As the flow develops along the slot,
the fluid shearing increases, which indicates increased

mixing of the lower energ3 _ plenum air with the high-

energy tunnel free stream. Unfortunately, survey
measurements were never conducted on the solid

portion of the tunnel wall, which precludes accurate

estimates of the effect of the boundary-layer growth

on the mixing process.

The effects of a change in the free-stream Math
number on the slot-flow parameters are demon-

strated in figure 13. In the three parts of this fig-

ure, the local flow angle, Maeh number, and total-

pressure ratio at tunnel station 24 in. are plotted

versus y/d for free-stream Maeh numbers of 0.6 and
0.85. Virtually no differences in the flow-angle results

exist except between y/d = 0.4 to 4. Differences in

the Mach number profiles shown in figure 13(b) are

as expected and give an indication of the penetration
depth of tile tunnel flow into the plenum. The viscous

slot flow is contained in a very narrow region near the

wall. For the higher Mach number, tile total-pressure

ratio (fig. 12(c)) indicates a greater loss in the total
head in the slot. Increasing the Mach number from

0.6 to 0.85 causes the total-pressure ratio in the slot
to decrease from 0.91 to 0.82. A much thicker shear

layer exists for the higher Math number.

Comparison of the airfoil results with the tunnel-

empty results at tunnel station 24 in. is shown in

figure 14 for a free-stream Mach number of 0.6. At
that station all the slot measurements with tile airfoil

installed are smaller than the corresponding tunnel-

empty values. The difference occurs because this tun-

nel station is very near the station that corresponds

to maximum airfoil thickness and, thus, is near the

station where the flow angle around the airfoil re-
verses sign. This reversal of the flow" brings the lower

momentum air from the plenum further into the slot,

which decreases the local Mach nuInber (fig. 14(b))

and the local total pressure (fig. 14(e)). Similar re-

sults are evident in the Berndt and SSrensdn (1976)
total-pressure data presented in figure 7(d). Note
that the vena corttracta for the airfoil-installed data

occurs at approximately the same location as for the

tunnel-empty data.

An interesting phenomenon occurs in the flow-

angle data (fig. 14(a)) between y/d = 1 to 2. In

that region, the flow begins reversing direction and
the flow angle approaches zero before it reaccelerates

into the slot. Unfortunately, that tunnel station was

the only one in which measurements were made nor-
mal to the wall through the slot with the airfoil in-
stalled so the exact reason for this occurrence is un-

known. One plausible explanation is found in data

presented by Wu, Collins, and Bhat (see fig. 9) where
the measured transverse velocity component for their

experiment exhibits the same qualitative characteris-

tic. The reason is a vortical motion over the slot (see

fig. 10(a)) for the case of no plenum suction. How-

ever, when suction is applied (fig. 10(b)), the vor-
tex is apparently removed and the flow is directed

strongly, toward the slot. For the tunnel-empty DFA

data, the pressure drop across the wall is strong
enough for the normal velocity to increase through

the slot to the vena contracta. However, when the

airfoil is present, it acts as a sink and reduces the

local wall-pressure drop. This effect would allow the

formation of a vortex and would give the flow-angle

results of figure 14(a) by analogy with the results of
Wu, Collins, and Bhat.

Longitudinal measurements in the DFA were

made along the slot at different heights (normalized

by the slot width) and the results are shown in fig-
ure 15. On each part of the figure, data obtained in-

side the tunnel at 1 and 2 in. above the slot (y/d = 4

and 8, respectively) are shown, as are data in the slot

(y/d = 0) and at a position on the plenum side of the
verta contracta (y/d = -0.9). Note that the flow an-

gles measured inside the tunnel gradually increase
up to the leading edge of the model, whereas the

flow angles measured in the slot are nearly constant



or slightlydecreasingovera 2-chordregionapprox-
imately0.5 chordupstreamof andin front of the
airfoil leadingedge.That is, theupstreamtrendin
theflow-anglegradientin theslot isnearlyopposite
fromthat insidethetunnel. Excludinga largepos-
itive shift in the overalllevelof the slot-flowangle
(a globaleffect),the airfoil doesnot appearto sig-
nificantlyinteractwith theslotexceptin a localized
regionneartheairfoil(whichagreeswithpreviousob-
servationsofthedataof BerndtandS6rensdn).This
effectis moreapparentin the flow-anglegradient,
whichwascomputedfrom the dataof figure15(a)
andis plottedfor eachmeasurementheightin fig-
ure15(d).Upstream,the largevariationsin theslot
andplenumstreamwisegradientareattributableto
slotopeningandstabilizationoftile flowafterwhich
thegradienthasanapproximatelyconstantnegative
value.However,in tile tunnelfar from theslot,the
gradientis approximatelyconstantandpositiveex-
ceptneartheairfoil.

Gardenier and Chew Data

Dataacquiredby GardenierandChewandpre-
sentedas"unpublishedAEDCtransonicmodeltun-
neldata" in Goethert(1961,fig. 11.25a)havebeen
reproducedhereasfigure16. Thesedatawerefor
a free-streamMachnumberof 0.75to 1.20in the
Arnold EngineeringDevelopmentCenter(AEDC)
transonicmodel tunnel (1 It) in which the wall
hada single,sharp-edgedlongitudinalslot that was
1.3in. wide(11percentopen)and0.125in. thick.
In thefigure,thewall-pressuredropisplottedversus
theaveragetransversemassflux in theslotnornml-
izedby the longitudinalmassflux measuredin the
freestream.Thefigureshowsthat the Machnum-
berhasnegligible(if any) influenceon the results.
Furthermore,Goethertstatesthat

Severaltests(resultsunpublished)werceonductedin
thesamemodeltunnelusingawallthicknessincreased
considerablybeyondthe1/8in.ofthewallpresented
in Fig.11.25a[fig.16]. Also,slotswiththeedges
beveledtoincreasetheirsharpnessandwithrounded
edgeswerestudied.Ill all cascs,basicallysimilar
charactcristieswcreobtained,thatis,a remarkable
independenceof Mathnumberexistedaswellasa
predominantlylinearcharacteristicof tilecross-flow
pressurcdrop.

Forcomparison,thefollowingexpressiongivesagood
represcntationof thedatashownin thefigure:

+1.7460( phvh _2 (phvh >0) (6)\ pocUoc ) \ poc U_ -

where the subscript h denotes the average. Note that

this expression has a 0-like contribution similar to the
formulation of Baldwin (eq. (2)) and also a 02-like

contribution similar to that of Wood (eq. (4)) and

Berndt and S6rensdn (eq. (5)). The relationship be-

tween tile inflow (negative) transverse mass flux and

the pressure drop is consistent with that for outflow

in that a nearly linear variation exists for small val-

ues of Ap/qoc for tile thin wall boundary layers of
this study. (See Goethert 1961.) hnplieations for
the small inflow conditions are that the flow returned

smoothly to the test section with little (if any) sepa-
ration on the slotted wall internal to the test section.

Spanwise velocity distributions presented by

Goethert (1961, fig. 11.25(b)) indicate that the aver-

age velocity in the slot is approximately 90 percent
of that in the center. Therefore,

:
= 0.90 k = 0.90e (7). V2/ pocUoc / \ p_c U_c /

where e is the orifice coefficient required to achieve

the plenum conditions imposcd at the minimum flow

area represented by the vena contracta. The reduc-
tion in the effectivc slot width represented by equa-

tion (7) when substituted into equation (6) yields a

modified Gardenier and Chcw equation for the pres-

sure drop across the slotted wall with no streamline

curvature. This expression is

q_cl \_] +LOt e \Pc_l_/°cJ z

P_cU_o -

Equation (8) is used later for comparison with other
data.

Summary of Previous Experiments

A summary of the results obtained from these

data sets follows. First, the Chen and Mears low-

speed, incompressible data indicate that sufficient

slot length should be both ahead of and behind the
model for the slot flow to become fully developed.

Otherwise, the effect of finite-length slots will become

an important consideration. For wind tunnel walls

with many slots, when measurements are made suf-
ficiently far from the wall, the flow angles and pres-

sures over the slot are very close to those measured

over the slat. Thus, in the far field of the slot the

average of the spanwisc flow across the tunnel would
bc predicted by slender-body theory. Furthermore, a

comparison of the longitudinal flow-angle gradients
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(computedfrom tile data)overtheslot with those
overtheslatshowsthat nearlythesamevalueswere
obtained.Therefore,sidewallmeasurementsof the
pressureshouldyieldsufficientlyrepresentativeval-
uesoftheaveragepressurelevelandgradientsacross
theslottedwall.

A reexaminationoftheBerndtandSSrensdnhigh-
transonicdata stronglysuggeststhat.the effectof
theairfoil is that of a perturbationon theexisting
tunnel-emptypressuredistribution.Themodelhad
onlya smalleffecton the pressuredropacrossthe
wall in the test regionapproximately1 chordor
moreupstreamof the leadingedge,whichindicated
alocalizedeffectof the modelon tile slot-flowfield.
Strongvariationsin the flow-anglegradientswith
the modelinstalledwereevenmorelocalizedthan
thewall-pressure-dropvariationsin that the major
influenceextendedonly 0.5chordupstreamof the
modelleadingedge. However,the airfoil appears
to decreasethe plenumpressurebelowthe tunnel-
emptyvalue,whichindicatesa globalshift in the
undisturbedpressuredropovertheentireextentof
theslottedwall.Measurementsof thetotal pressure
of theflow"enteringtheslotwereverynearthefree-
streamtotal pressure,particularlywith the airfoil
installed. A largedrop in the slot total pressure
occurswhenthefluid passesthroughtheslot,which
indicatesthat strongviscousshearingoccursin the
slot.

Analysisof recentlypublishedsubsonicandlow-
transonicslotted-wallflow-fieldsurveyresultsob-
tainedin theDFArevealedseveralsignificantpoints.
Tunnel-emptyslot-flowangleswerelarge(aswere
thosemeasuredin the BerndtandSSrcnsdnstudy)
andinsensitiveto changesin free-streamMachnum-
ber.This insensitivityimpliesaglobaldominanceof
the tunnelgeometryandits wallboundarylayeron
theslot-flowfield.A comparisonoftile tunnel-emt)ty
vcna contracta position with the airfoil-installed po-

sition showed it to be insensitive to the presence of

the model for the given test conditions and tunnel

geometry. Tile "fixed" location of the vena contracta

in tile slot implies that the interface between the
high-energy tunnel flow and the low-energy plenum

flow remains at the wall for outflow; corresponding
data for inflow conditions were not available. When

the airfoil was installed, the slot-flow angle upstream

of about 0.5 chord ahead of the airfoil leading edge

was not. significantly affected (again in agreement

with Berndt and SSrensdn); however, tile flow-angle
measurements in tile slot had different characteris-

tics from those in the tunnel away from the slot as
evidenced by a sign change in the flow-angle gradi-

ents. This sign change is another manifestation of
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the dominance of the wall boundary layer away from

the local region of airfoil influence.

Finally, the Gardenier and Chew (Goethert 1961)

data obtained at high-transonic and low-supersonic

conditions show a definite quadratic trend with in-

creasing transverse mass flow. This trend when com-

bined with the large slot-flow angles measured in
both the Berndt and SSrensdn and the DFA exper-

iments, negates tile assumption that the square of

the erossflow velocity component is negligible as was
assumed in the classic ideal-slot theories.

Present Experiments

Facility Description

The present experiments were conducted in the

Langley 6- by 19-Inch Transonic ]Smnel (6 x 19 Tun-

nel) (Ladson 1973). Details of the plenum chamber

and model service area surrounding tile test section
of the 6 x 19 Tunnel are shown in figure 17. The
test section has slotted top and bottom walls and
solid sidewalls and is shown with the near slotted

wall removed. Each sidewall has movable turntables

for installing the airfoil models and changing the air-

foil angle of attack. Cross-sectional dimensions of the

test section are 6 in. wide by 19 in. high with a length
of about 50 in. A schematic of the facility is given in

figure 18(a) and the test section is in figure 18(t)).

Operational control of the Mach number is done

hydraulically by either manual or automatic adjust-

mcnt of the total pressure in the settling chamber.

(See fig. 18(a).) The operating Mach number is com-
puted from the measured free-stream total pressure

and the reference static pressure that is measured

in the'plenum chamber. Tile test Maeh number is

computed from the measured free-stream total pres-
sure and an upstream reference static pressure at the

-30-in. station. (See fig. 18(b).) This is an atmo-

spheric facility, so the reference static pressure is

not too different from that measured in the plenum

chamber. The tunnel reference static pressure port
was used because of its insensitivity to the model, to

changes in model attitude, and to the tunnel-wall ge-

ometry. The operating Mach number range is from

about 0.1 to 1.2 and the unit Reynolds number varies
to about 9 × l06 ft -I at the highest Mach numbcrs.

Typical operational characteristics of the 6 x 19 _n-

nel arc shown in figure 19.

Models

Airfoil model. A 6-in-chord NACA 0012 airfoil

(fig. 20) was used as the disturbance model in the
6 x 19 Tunnel experiments. This airfoil was instru-

mented chordwise with 47 (23 upper surface, 23 lower



surface,and1leadingedge)0.0137-in-idpressureori-
ficesalongtile midspanof tile airfoil. Pressuredata
wereintegratedto givenormalforceand pitching
moment. No dragmeasurementsweremade. All
datawereacquiredwhileallowingfrectransitionof
themodelboundarylayer.Coordinatesofthemodel
takenat theorifcelocationsaregivenin tableI. Tile
tunnel-spanningmodelwasmountedin thecenterof
thetunnelonturntablesin thetunnelsidewalls.Sta-
tionx = 0 in. isat themodelmidehord.

Wall configurations. Because many geometri-
cal variations are possible, a baseline slot configura-

tion was established. This configuration was rectan-

gular in cross section, had a constant openness ra-

tio, and a constant thickness (or slot depth). Fig-
ure 21 shows the variation in the number of slots

tested versus the wall openness ratio. The slotted

walls spanned the range slot widths from 0.90 in. for

the 15-percent-open wall with one slot to 0.09 in. for

the 6-percent-open wall with four slots. The wall
slats were 0.125 in. thick and had sharp edges. A

solid wall was also tested and is indicated in the fig-

ure by the solid symbol at the origin. Note that in

the subsequent discussions the wall-symbol notation

used in this figure is strictly adhered to (for instance,
open circles correspond to one-slot configurations).

The three 15-percent-open wall configurations,

which were constructed with one, two, and fimr slots,

are shown in figure 22. The two- and four-slot

configurations each have half a slot on each side at
thc theoretical reflection planc formed by the sidewall
of the tunnel. These walls are installed in the tunnel

between stations -29 and 19.5 in. All walls were

constructed such that the slots opened linearly from

0-percent openness at station -23 in. to full openness
at -17 in. Constant slot width (openness ratio) was
maintained to tile 19.5-in. tunnel station where the

flow enters the diffuser. (See fig. 18(b).)

Orifices for slot-flow pressure measurements were
installed on one slat from each wall configuration.

Each slat had 15 0.020-in-id orifices placed on the
centerline of tile slat sidewall. The orifices were

more closely spaced in the region directly below

the position of the airfoil. A few slats had orifices

installed both on the top (tunnel side) centerline of
the slat and on the bottom (plenum side) of the

slat. The longitudinal location of each slat orifice
is tabulated in table II.

In subsequent sections it is necessary to

refer repeatedly to the different wall configura-

tions being considered. For the sakc of brevity, a
shorthand notation has been established consisting

of the slot openness ratio followed by the number of

slots, with a hyphen separating the two. For exam-
ple, a 15-percent-open wall with four slots is denoted

15-4. Likewise, a 7.5-percent-open wall with two slots
is denoted 7.5-2.

Sidewall Pressure Orifices

The sidewall of the wind tunnel test section is

shown in figure 23. This view gives an indication

of the number and general location of the pressur_e
measurements made on the tunnel sidewall. The top
tunnel wall is defined as the left slotted wall and the

flow direction is from the bottom of the figure to the

top. Tile circular region in the center of the sidewaJl
is the airfoil turntable; however, it has been replaced

with a blank that is instrumented for wind tunnel cal-

ibration. A 6-in. ruler is at tile top of the turntable
for reference. Centerline calibration orifices are via-

ble upstream and downstream of the model locatiofi,
as are three strcamwise rows of pressure orifices on
the leh of tile turntable near the slotted wall. The

three rows of slot-flow pressure orifices each contain

21 0.020-in-id orifices and are at stations 8.5, 8.0,
and 7.5 in. from tile tunnel centerline. The orifices

are located so that the closest spacing is in the region

directly above the modcl. Table III gives the location
of the sidewall pressure orifices near the slotted wall.
Pressures obtained from these orifices were used for

the near-fieht analysis of the slot flow. At. the ex-
treme left of the sidewall are two brackets; tlle upper

one is for installing the slotted wall and the lower on_e

is for mounting the slot flow-angle probe.

Instrumentation

A detailed schematic of tile data acquisition sys-

tem (DAS) and of the instrumentation hookup is

shown in figure 24. Tile individual components are
described in subsequent paragraphs.

Data acquisition system. The DAS is com-

posed of two major pieces of hardware: the Hewlett

Packard (HP) 9845B computer and the hmovativc
Data Technologies (IDT) GPIB 1050 nine-track tape

drive. The HP computer was used to acquire the

data from all associated instrumentation during test-

ing and to process the data to obtain engineering
units. Only a limited capability to do postrun data

analysis was available on the system so the major

portion of the data reduction and analysis was done
at the Langley central computing facilities. All the
data were recorded on the nine-track tape drive for

postrun processing.

Pressure instrumentation. The data acquired

during the tests were obtained by using several
different types of pressure instrmnentation. Abso-

lute readings for the tunnel reference conditions of
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totalandplenumchamberpressuresweremadewith
30-psidifferentialDatametricspressuretransducers
inwhichthereferencesideof thegaugewasreduced
to vacuum.Theseinstrumentshavea quotedaccu-
racyof 0.25percentof reading. TwoDatametrics
1085AElectronicManometerswereusedto condi-
tion thesignalsbeforesendingtile informationto the
DAS.Thetotal pressurewasmeasuredin tile tun-
nelsettlingchamber;tile plenumstaticpressurewas
thefar-fieldpressuremeasuredin theplenumcham-
ber. Thelatter pressurewashydraulicallyaveraged
in theplenumwitha large-diameter(0.25-in-id)tube
that wasventedat severalplacesaroundtheinterior
plenumchamberwallbeforethepressuregaugemea-
surement.This near-atmosphericpressurewasused
asthereferencefor all thedifferentialmeasurements.
As a consistencycheckon the othermeasurements,
the differencebetweenthe total and plenumpres-
sureswasmeasuredwith a Datametricsgaugerated
at 30psiandwascontinuouslymonitoredonanHP
3478AMultimeter.

All measurementsontheairfoilsurface,alongthe
tunnelsidewall,andon the floe,-angleprobeswere
acquired_sdifferentialpressureswith anelectroni-
cally scannedpressure(ESP)systemmanufactured
by PressureSystemsIncorporated.Theinstruments
havea quotedaccuracyof 0.07percentof full scale.
Thegaugesarehighlyaccuratebecauseoftheircapa-
bility for on-line,anytimecalibration.This feature
wasusedbeforeeachrun to minimizeerrors. The
ESPsystemincludedtwopressuremodulesratedat
l0 psiandthreeat 5psi(eachwith32pressureports
foratotalof 160differentialpressuremeasurements),
the 780Bpressurecalibratorunit (PCU),and the
780Bdataacquisitionandcontrolunit (DACU).A
780Bsystemiscapableofacquiringupto 20000sam-
plespersecond.

Temperature instrumentation. Total temper-
ature was obtained from the Type K thermocouple in

the settling chamber. Temperature was displayed on

a Fluke, John Manufacturing Company, Inc. 2190A

Digital Thermocouple, measured with an HP 3478A
Multimeter, and recorded by the DAS.

Flow-angle probes. The flow angle was mea-
sured with three-tube flow-angle probes manufac-

tured by United Sensor, Incorporated; these are

shown schematically in figure 25. The probes have
0.015-in-id orifices and the outer tubes are chamfered

to give an included angle of 90 ° on the probe head.
The probe tip is approximately 0.030 in. wide by

0.090 in. high; the total probe length is 4 in. from

tip to base. The probe dimensions were selected to
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minimize probe-slot interference. The probe orifices

were sized to reduce the response time associated

with making pressure measurements through a small-

volume system according to the method of Sinclair

and Robins (1952).

The probes werc calibrated in the 6 x 19 25mnel

for a Mach number of 0.1 to 0.95 and for' a pitch of

-15 ° to 15 °, although the more detailed calibration
data were acquired between -5 ° and 5 ° . When the

probes were in use, a preliminary measurement was

made at the expected slot-flow angle for a zero air-

foil angle of attack. The probe axis was then adjusted

close to this measured angle. This procedure gives a
quasi-nulling effect en the probe and may keep khe

succeeding measurements within the higher resolu-

tion portion of the probe-calibration table.

Accuracy and repeatability of the probe measure-

ments were primary concerns during this study. Ten
wind tunnel runs were made to determine how well

the flow angle and Mach number could be deter-
mined. Each run covered the entire Mach num-

ber range and, based on these measurements, the

measured flow angles have a maximum standard de-
viation of less than 0.1 °. Likewise, the maximum
standard deviation of the local Mach number as de-

termined from the probe measurements is less than
0.0026.

Test Conditions

Maeh and Reynolds numbers. The plenum
reference Mach number is computed from the total

pressure measured in the settling chamber and the

plenum_eference static pressure. The plenum pres-

sure is obtained by hydraulically averaging the pres-

sure measured in a large-volume tube (0.25-in. id)
that has been vented at several places around the in-

terior of the plenum chamber. Based on this value

of Mach number, the tunnel-empty Mach number at

the model station is adjusted to the required free-
stream Mach nmnber. The free-stream Mach num-

ber at the model station with the model installed is

taken as the tunnel-empty model station calibrated

value versus the upstream Mach number at the
-30-in. tunnel station. Previous experience has

shown this upstream Mach number to be insensitive

both to the model and to changes in wind tunnel wall

geometry over the entire Mach number range. Be-
cause the 6 x 19 Tunnel is an atmospheric wind tun-

nel, Mach number cannot be varied independently of

the Reynolds number. The relationship between the

two is shown in figure 19. For a free-stream Mach
number of 0.7, the chord Reynolds number is about
3.25 x 106 ft -1 for the 6-in-chord NACA 0012.



As part of thestudy,multipletunnelrunswere
necessarywith andwithoutthe flow-angleprobein
placebecauseof probeinterferencein themeasured
wall- andslot-pressuredata. To determinethere-
peatabilityof the test conditions,thestandardde-
viationof the tunnelMachnumberwasdetermined
from thesameconsecutiverepeatrunsusedfor the
probeanalysis.Thestandarddeviationof the free-
streamMachnumberwastypicallylessthan0.0017;
for free-streamMachnumbersaround0.7,tile stan-
dard deviationof the free-streamMachnumberis
about0.0010.Bothrepeatabilityvaluesareconsid-
eredgoodfor transonicwindtunnels.

Mach number calibrations. Typical tunnel-

empty centerline values of the local Mach number

plotted versus tunnel station for the 15-1 wall config-
uration are shown in figure 26. In each case, the data
indicate flow acceleration to the test-section Mach

number far upstream in the converging portion of tile

nozzle, a plateau between stations -36 and -30 in.,
acceleration through the slot-development region be-

tween stations -23 and -17 in., and, thereafter, the

data remain essentially flat through the rest of the

tunnel. When installed, the model is between sta-
tions -3 and 3 in. The diffuser section appeared to
have little effect on the centerline data downstream

of the model except possibly for some of the smaller

openness-ratio walls at the higher Mach numbers. In

all cases, tile Mach number distribution is flat near
the model station except, again, at the very highest

Mach numbers. Because tile upstream Mach number

consistently plateaus at the same location and be-

cause prior experience in this facility has shown this

region to be insensitive to the model, measurements
made at tunnel station -30 in. have been chosen as

the upstream reference position.

Based on the preceding conclusions, the sul)se-

quent calibration procedure was applied to each wall

configuration. At each setting of the reference Mach

number, a least-squares fit of the data between sta-
tions -6 and 6 in. was made and evaluated at sta-

tion 0 in. to give a calibration Mach number. The

calibration value was then plotted versus the refer-
encc value and the least-squares coefficients of the

parabolic curve to determine

11,lea1 = Ats + Bls._'[ref + ClsAIr2ef (9)

Typical results are as shown in figure 27 for the 15-1

wall. Only those data between free-stream Mach

numbers 0.1 and 0.9 were analyzed; therefore, any
deviations from the curve fit outside this range were

inconsequential. The least-squares coefficients for
each wall are shown in table IV.

Angle of attack. The model angle of attack

is set manually by rotating the turntables to the de-

sired pitch. This angle is determined from inclinome-
ter readings on a reference surface attached to the

model turntable. During the experiment, data were

acquired at 0 °, ±0.5 °, :t:1 °, and ±2 ° on all wall con-

figurations. Data were acquired at ±4 ° on some con-

figurations. The angles were generally set to within

±3 rain of arc (J:0.05°).

Wall-Pressure Data

General observations. Typical wall-pressure
data from the 6 × 19 Tmmel experiment are shown

in figure 28. The tunnel-empty (fig. 28(a)) and
airfoil-installed (fig. 28(b)) wall-pressure coefficients

are shown for the 6-4 wall configuration at a free-
stream Mach number of 0.7. These data are plotted

versus tunnel station with an expanded pressure scale
to accentuate the differences between the rows of

sidewall pressures. In figures 28(a) and 28(b), the

pressures measured on the slat (yt = 9.5, y = 0) and

along sidewall rows 1 (yt = 8.5, y = 1.0), 2 (yt = 8.0,

y = 1.5), and 3 (yl = 7.5, y = 2.0) are presented.
The far-field measurement of the plenum pressure

coefficient Cp,p is also shown. Data along row 1 for
the tunnel-empty configurations were not acquired
because the instrumentation was used to measure

the tunnel-empty centerline pressures. For all walls,

the slots open linearly beginning at x = -23 in.
and reach constant width at x = -17 in. In each

figure, the pressure changes due to the opening of
the slots are evident downstream of x = -23 in. The

downward spike in the data for x > 5 is caused by

a flow-angle probe (probe tip at x = 6 in.) and its

support (x -- 10 in.) mounted inside tim tunnel 2 in.
above the wall over the center slot.

The pressure data for the tunnel-empty case

(fig. 28(a)) show virtually no difference between
rows 2 and 3. For the airfoil-installed cases (fig. 28(b)),

a significant shift in the level of the measurements is
evident along row 1 relative to that of rows 2 and 3.

This shift indicates that row 1 (which is closest to

the slotted wall) is highly affected by the slot and the
large flow gradients there. Rows 2 and 3, therefore,

are better indicators of the inviscid, far-field (or av-

erage) wall-pressure field. Berndt (1982) and Kemp

(1986) each have made analyses that indicate flow-
field measurements should be made at y/a > 0.75 to

cnsure that flow-field measurements arc not adversely

affected by the rapidly varying flow in the slot. The
data obtained along row 1 do not generally meet this

requirement.

Airfoil effect. The effect of the airfoil on the

pressure data measured along the tunnel sidewall is
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shownin figure29 for a free-streamMachnumber
of 0.7. (Recallthat the airfoil extendsh'omx =
-3 to 3 in.) To enablecorrelationbetweenthe
differentwallconfigurations,the pressurescalehas
beenchosento permit comparisonswith tile wall
that has the largestpressurevariations that is,
the solid-wallconfiguration.For clarity,only those
data.alongrow 3 arc plotted. Note that, givena
symmetricalairfoil, an indicationof both the top
andbottomwall-pressuredistributionsisavailableby
combiningthe positiveandnegativeangle-of-attack
data.Additionally,notethat opensymbolsrepresent
data acquiredat a positiveairfoil angleof attack,
whereasfilledsymbolsrepresentthe corresponding
dataat negativeangles.

In figure29(a), the tunnel-emptysolidwall is
comparedwith that for theairfoilat a = -4 ° to 4°.
Thesedataindicatethat evenfor the largerlift val-
ues(forthesolidwall),themajordeviationfromthe
undisturbed-tunnelflowis containedwithin approx-
imately4-3 chords of the airfoil. The upstream pres-
sure levels quickly approach that of the undisturbed-

tunnel level and the downstream level appears to

approach that of no lift. The lack of pressure re-
covery is an indication of the large blockage caused

by the airfoil wake in a solid-wall wind tunnel, even
at small values of lift.

When the walls are opened (figs. 29(b) 29(g),
the tunnel blockage is greatly reduced. The zero-

lift minimum pressure coefficient changes from Cp

-0.08 for solid walls to Cp _ -0.025 for the t5-4

slot configuration. Tile major deviation from the
undisturbed tunnel flow is also reduced to within

+2 chords of the airfoil. The flow in the tunnel

with the airfoil installed appears Ks a perturbation

about the well-established tunnel-empty fow. This
perturbation is especially evident when the pressures

around the downstream probe are considered. Here,

the probe support and its wake create a blockage;

the pressure signature reacts by moving as a reference

shift in the data when changing the model pitch angle

is changed.

Slot-Pressure Data

Slotted-wall theories show that the pressure drop

across the slot is a required parameter for deter-

mining wall characteristics. This requirement poses

the dilemma of where the slot pressure should be

measured. To resolve the question, all slotted walls

were equipped with pressure orifices in the middle of
the slat sidewall and several wall configurations were

equipped with orifices on the slat back in the plenum

Tunnel-empty pressures from these orifices are com-

pared with a far-field measurement of the plenum
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pressure coefficient Cp.p in figure 30 for three dif-
ferent slotted walls at }t/i_c = 0.7. In each case, the

slat-back (plenum-side) pressure results are very near
those measured in tile far field of the plenum whereas

the slat-sidewall measurements are significantly dif-

ferent. Also, the greater the number of slots (com-

pare fig. 30(b) with fig. 30(c)), apparentb; the better
the agreement between the slat back and the far-
field plenum. This large disagreement between the

slat sidewall and the far field is most likely the re-

sult of large gradients caused by flow acceleration in

the slot. In general, the pressures measured on the

slat sidewall do not equal those measured either in
the tunnel above the slots or in tile far field of the

plenum. However, _he far-field measuren, ent of _he

plenum pressure is a sufficient representation of that
measured on the slat back. Therefore, to determine

the wall-pressure drop Cp, v should be used as the
local slot pressure coefficient.

Airfoil Effect on Plenum Pressure

The effect of the zero-lift airfoil on the pressure

drop coefficient ACp, ff across the wall as determined
by the far-field reference pressure upstream of the

slots (z = -30 in.) and by the average far-field pres-
sure in the plenum chamber is compared in figure 31

for a free-stream Math number of 0.7. This pres-

sure drop coefficient ACp, ff is plotted versus the
wall openness ratio. For matched free-stream Mach

numbers, the airfoil causes the plenum pressure to

drop globally relative to the corresponding tunnel-

empty case. This effect is present for all slot geome-
tries tested; however, the difference decreases with in-

creasing openness ratio. For openness values greater

than 10 percent, the difference in the measurements

is negligible. This phenomenon indicates that the
tunnel is approaching open-jet conditions in which

the free-stream static pressure is equal to that of tile

surrounding plenum. These observations are consis-

tent with those of Berndt and SOrensdn (1976). (See

also fig. 7(a).)

Slot-Flow Measurements

Flow-field measurements for the 15-1 wall were

made on the slot eenterplane normal to the wall for

both tunnel-empty and zero-lift airfoil conditions.

This wall was chosen because of the large slot-to-

probe-width ratio that reduces the probe to wall in-
terference. Because an automatic probe-traversing
mechanism was available and because substantial

time and effort would be required to make these mea-

surements, only this wall configuration underwent de-
tailed slot-flow measurements. Measurements were

made in the slot at approximately 0.5 chord upstream

of the airfoil leading edge for all wall configurations.



Althoughslot datawereobtainedfor all open-
nessratios,thedatamaybesuspectfor thesmall-
estvaluesof opennessfor tworeasons:first, asthe
slot-to-probe-widthratio becomessmall,the possi-
bility of largemeasurementerrorsdue to blockage
at the higherMachnumbersincreases;secondand
moreimportantly,becausethe vena contracta of the
flow occurs 0.3 to 0.5 slot widths into the plenum

(fig. 12(a)), the probe (from the top tube to the bot-
tom tube) spans an increasingly significant portion of

the measurement region. For the 15-1 slot configura-

tion, the vena contracta should occur around 0.45 in.

into the plenum; for the 5-2 slot configuration, the
vena contracta should occur around 0.08 in. into the

plenum. If the flow separates at the slot-entry edge

for walls that are 0.125 in. thick, the vena contracta

will be in the plenum for the 15-1 slots, but it will
bc in the slot for the 5-2 slots. Because the flow an-

gle and its gradient undergo large changes near the
vena contracta, small errors in probe positioning are

critical and much care is required to prevent error.

Flow-angle measurements. Flow-angle mea-

surements from the 6 x 19 Tunnel are shown in fig-
ure 32 for free-stream Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.7.

These measurements were made at x = -6 in., which

corresponds to a tunnel station 3 in. (0.5 chord) up-
stream of the airfoil leading edge. Tile flow angle

0, which is measured positive out of the tunnel, is
plotted versus the normalized distance from the wall

y/d, which is measured positive into the tunnel. The

data show the flow angles to be somewhat insensi-

tive to changes in the free-stream Mach number. For
the zero-lift airfoil and tunnel-empty cases, the value

of tile flow angle in the slot is _ 7 ° and the maxi-
mum is _12 °. The airfoil only slightly increases the

maximum angle achieved, which is not too different

from tile tunnel-empty case. Comparison of the to-

tal pressure ratios (fig. 33) indicates that tile airfoil
reduces the total head losses in the middle of the slot

by forcing higher energy fluid through the slot. For

the zero-lift airfoil case, the fuller total pressure ratio

indicates a thinner shear layer. This effect is again

obvious in figure 34 in which the local Mach numbers

are higher for the airfoil case.

Flow angles measured in tile slot of the differ-

ent wall configurations are shown in figure 35 for
-him = 0.7. These measurements were again made at

tunnel station x = -6 in. The generally decreasing

angle with increasing wall openness and decreasing

slot number is intuitively correct. Lower values of

openness at constant slot number would have higher
values of normal crossflow velocity for constant nor-
mal mass flux due to the reduced slot area. Likewise,

a greater number of slots at constant openness ratio
would decrease the crossflow area.

The increasing uncertainty in the measurements is

evident for the smaller openness ratios, particularly

for the 5-2 and 6-4 walls. Interestingly, the differ-

ence between the airfoil and tunnel-empty measure-

ments for each openness ratio is very small across the

range of openness ratios considered, which again is
an indication of dominant tunnel-empty crossflow at-

tributable to tunnel configuration and to the growth

of the wall boundary layer.

Total pressure measurements. The ratio of

the slot to free-stream total pressures for the different

slotted walls is shown in figure 36 for M_c = 0.4

and 0.7. For the tunnel-empty case (fig. 36(a)), the

higher Mach number increases the shear in the slot,

which generally results in larger total head losses
at the wall. For the airfoil ease (fig. 36(b)), the

increased Mach number has little impact on the total

pressure losses in the slot. The airfoil decreases the

slot losses upstream of the airfoil leading-edge station
due to the reduction in the plenum pressure (thereby

increasing the wall-pressure drop) over that for the
corresponding tunnel-empty case. The larger wall-

pressure drop forces more and higher energy mass
flow through the slot.

Slot Viscous Effects

Viscous effects in slots manifest themselves by

narrowing the effective slot and are traditionally han-

dled by the use of an orifice (or discharge) coefficient
e. Outwardly directed flow passing through the slot

will (for the present case) separate from the sharp
edges of the slat and narrow until the minimum width
is reached at the vena contracta. (See fig. l(b).) The

transverse velocity (or flow angle) will increase be-
cause of area reduction until the vena contracta is

reached. It will then decrease to the zero-velocity (or

flow-angle) _:ondition of the plenum chamber. This
effect is evident in the data presented in figures 12(a),

13(a), 14(a), and 32, which were obtained by travers-

ing the probe on the centerline of the slot normal to
the tunnel wall. An estimate of the value of e for the

sharp-edged slots of this study is obtained as follows.
Crossflow continuity in the slot region can be written

(pvd)s = (pvd)vc = (pv)vc(eds). Therefore,

(pv) (10)E -_- --

Precise mass-flux variations with Mach number were

obtained as follows: the longitudinal and trans-

verse mass-flux quantities were determined from the

tunnel-empty flow-field measurements on the largest
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opennessratioand,hence,mostinterference-freewall
configurations.For the 15-1configurationin which
detailedmeasurementsweremade,thesequantities
werealsodeterminedat the vena contracta that is

located at the maximum of the pv curves shown in

figure 37(a). Longitudinal mass flux pU (fig. 37(5))
at this location was then computed.

The results for the 15-1 walls are plotted versus

Moc in figure 38. A first-order least-squares fit of

the data (solid lines in fig. 38) was then made. The
results for the 15-1 slot are

(pU)_ = 2.644_Ic¢ slug/ft (lla)

(pU)s = 2.215Moc slug/ft (llb)

(pU)vc = 1.914M_ slug/ft (llc)

(pv)_o = 0.263Moc slug/ft (lld)

(pv)s = 0.263M_c slug/ft (lle)

(pv)vc = 0.358M_ slug/ft (llf)

Equations (10) and (11) result in

e = 0.74 (12)

for the 15-1 wall, which is consistent with published

values (Anon. 1978) of e = 0.61 to 0.90, depending

on the sharpness (cross-sectional geometry) of the
opening. That value is also consistent with empir-

ical values that Sedin and S5rens6n (1984) used to

match theoretical computations with experimental
measurements. Note for the present study that the

shop fabrication instructions were to break the edges

with a radius of 0.005 in., but the actual slot-entry

radius is unknown. All the walls in this study are

assumed to have "sharp" edges with _ = 0.74.

The Mach number insensitivity of the flow angles

in the slot and at the vena contracta is also clearly

demonstrated in equations (lla f). The angles are

given by

Os - vs _ (pV)s _ 0.119 rad = 6.80 ° (13a)
us (pu)

and

OV c -- VVC

Uvc

(pv)vc

(pU)vc
= 0.187 rad = 10.72 ° (13b)

This Mach number insensitivity was just as ob-
vious in the slot measurements made on other

wall configurations used in the present study, in
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the previously presented Gardenier and Chew data

(fig. 16), and in the Everhart, Igoe, and Flechner
data (fig. 13(a)). Based on earlier discussions, the

measurements for 0s should be more representative

of Ovc for smaller slots due to considerations of probe-

height-to-slot-depth ratio.

Slotted-Wail Pressure Drop

The pressure drop across the wall at the probe

measurement station was determined by taking the
average of the pressure coefficient obtained on rows 2

and 3 and subtracting the far-field measurement of

the plenum pressure coefficient. The pressure drop
was constant with the free-stream Mach number

except for the very wide 15-1 wall where it decreased

slightly at the higher Mach numbers. The average

value of the pressure drop coefficient ACp, w obtained
for the 15-1 wall is

ACP, w = Cp, w - Cp,p = 0.0188 (14)

The plenum flow angle for the 15-1 wall using equa-
tions (ll_f) is

pvcVvc _ 0.135 rad (15)
Op - p_U_o

The plenum flow angle from equation (15) and ACp, w
from equation (14) have been plotted in figure 39

along with results from other 6 x 19 Tunnel measure-
ments, from data acquired by Berndt and S6rens_n

(1976), and from results of the Everhart, Igoe, and

Flechner (1991) experiment. Additionally, because

the exact value of e and the sensitivity of the mea-
surements to variations in this parameter are un-

known; two dashed curves representing modified ver-

sions of the Gardenier and Chew data (eq. (8)) arc
also presented. These two curves were obtained by

using typical e values of 0.74 and 0.64. A theo-

retically based estimate is obtained by neglecting

the streamline curvature term in equation (5) and
is shown as the solid line. The experiments agree

well with the theoretically based estimate, which in-
dicates a valid correlation for the assumption of no
streamline curvature.

Boundary-Layer Growth

Flexible-wall experiment. An estimate of the
velocity at the wall from the tunnel-empty boundary-

layer growth can be obtained from the results of

an earlier adaptive, solid, flexible-wall experiment

(Everhart 1983) conducted in the 6 × 19 Tunnel. The
boundary-layer growth in the 6 × 19 Tunnel grew as

defined by 6*/x = 0.0643Rx U5 with a virtual origin

of -48 in. At M_ =0.7, the6 x 19 Tunnel has a



unit Reynoldsnumberofabout6.6x 106ft -t. Thus,
at themeasurementstation,theboundarylayerhas
grownsuchthat theeffectivenormalvelocityat the
wallis givenby

Vw dS* 0.0514

Ucc dx (2.3 × 107)1/5
= o.oo17 (16)

6 x 19 Tunnel slot experiment. By assuming

that the boundary layer grows equally on all walls

but recognizing the thickening in the slot region due

to shear, we can use continuity to write

a _ _ ae/o_--U--_ / (17)\P_z _c/

For the 15-1 tunnel-empty case, a = 9.5 + 6 +
9.5 in. = 25 in. and d = 0.9 in. Prom the tunnel-

empty measurements (eqs. (lla-f)), psvs/pvcUcc =
0.099. As was previously shown in equation (12), the

orifice coefficient for these sharp-edged slots is c =

0.74. Substitution in equation (17) yields

Vw = __dS*= (0.74)(0.9)(0.099) = 0.0026 (18)
U_c dx 25

The growth of the tunnel-empty boundary layer

(for this case) produces about 65 percent of the out-
flow through the slots (compare eqs. (16) and (18));

the rest is produced by tile geometry of the tunnel

and plenum.

Some indication of the magnitude of the boundary-

layer thickness can be obtained fi'om an experi-
ment conducted in tile 6 x 19 Tunnel by Sewall

(1982) to study the sidewall boundary-layer effects
on transonic airfoil 'data. The following values

of sidewall boundary-layer thickness at the model
station wcre measured for M_c = 0.50, 5 = 0.661

and 5*= 0.087 in.; for Af_c = 0.94, 5 = 0.622 and

5* = 0.083 in. If 5* is assumed constant on each wall,

the boundary layer is found to reduce the effective

cross-scctional area of the tunnel by 3.8 percent at

Moc = 0.5. To maintain a constant centerline Mach
number distribution when the tunnel walls are paral-

lel, the mass corresponding to this area deficit would
have to be removed from the test section through the

slots. A more rational and common approach is to

adjust the wall divergence angle to accommodate this
reduced area.

As a final indication of the viscous effects on the

slot flow, tile above values of the boundary-layer

thickness yield 5/d _ 0.71, which is near the posi-
tion where the local total pressure ratio asymptotes

to 1 at x = -6 in. (0.5 chord upstream of the model

leading-edge position). If the boundary-layer thick-
ness is assumed to remain approximately constant

with slot width changes, then the boundary-layer
thickness will be about twice the slot width for the

5-percent-open wall.

Summary of Experiment

Detailed, experimental studies of the wall flow

field of a longitudinally slotted transonic wind tun-
nel have been presented. Available data have been

reevaluated and new data have been presented and

analyzed. The present experiments, when combined

with those of previous investigators, give a more com-

plete (although not conclusive) physical characteriza-
tion of the flow near and through the slotted wall of
a transonic wind tunnel.

From the analysis of tile different data sets, sev-

eral groups of observations can be made as follows.
The first observation concerns the influence of the

wall geometry on the measurements. The data indi-
cate that sufficient slot length should be both ahead
of and behind the model for the flow in the slot to

become flllly developed. Otherwise, the influence of

finite-length slots will become an important consid-
eration. For "larger" mlmbers of slots when "suffi-

ciently" far from the wall, the flow angles and pres-
sures measured over the slot are very close to those
measured over the slat. Thus, in the far field of

the slot, a spanwise averaging of the longitudinal
flow exists as would be predicted by slender-body

theory and is known as a homogeneous-wall flow
field. A comparison of the computed flow-angle gra-
dients over the slot with those over the slat shows

that nearly the same values were obtained. There-

fore, tunnel sidewall measurements of the longitu-
dinal pressure variation and its resulting gradients

along and over the slotted wall should yield a suffi-
cient representation of the average pressure level and

gradients across the slotted wall.

For the range of conditions considered in this

study, the effect of the airfoil on the wall pres-

sures appears as a perturbation on the existing,
well-established, tunnel-empty pressure distribution

provided that the sidewall boundary layer is un-

separated. When the global effect of lift is present,
the "reference" level of the downstream wall-pressure

distribution changes almost as a zero shift with

changes in airfoil angle of attack. Aside from this

global effect, the model had only a small effect on
the wall pressure ahead of approximately 1 chord

upstream of the leading edge, which indicates a com-
bined localized and global effect of the model on the

slot flow.
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The slot-flowcharactcristicsareaffectedby the
airfoil in two major ways. First, a globalinter-
action of the airfoil, tunnel, and plenumextends
overtheentirelengthof theslottedwall that estab-
lishesthe far-fieldflowdevelopmentin theslot and
in the tunneland that decreasesthe plenumpres-
surecomparedwith thecorrespondingtunnel-empty
plenumpressureformatchedfree-streamMachnum-
bers.Thisinteractiondeterminesthefirst-ordermass
flux throughthewallandalsotheundisturbed,far-
fieldpressuredropacrossthewall. Theinteractionis
diminishedwith increasingopennessratio,whichin-
dicatesamoreopen-jetpcrformanceaswouldbeex-
pected.Thesmall,ahnostconstantairfoil-induced,
adversepressuregradientin the upstrcamportion
of the tunnelthickensthe wall boundarylayerand
in turn increasesthemassflux throughthe wall in
theregionswherestreamlinecurvatureisnegligible.
Whentheglobaleffcctupstrcamof about0.5chord
aheadof the leadingedgeof the airfoil and down-
streamof the slot.developmentregionis accounted
for, the flowanglein theslot appearsto benearly
independentof the modelandis almostcompletely
dominatedby thegrowthof theboundarylayerand
othertunnelgeometryeffects.Asa result,theflow-
anglegradientsupstreamin theslotmayhavediffer-
entcharacteristicsfromthoseinsidethetunnel;those
differencesarecausedby model-inducedchangesin
thestreamlinccurvature.(Forinstance,thefar-field
streamwiseflow-anglegradientmayhavea different
signinsidetheslot fromthat insidethetunnelaway
fromtheslot.) Theotherinteractionis a localphe-
nomenonin thenearregionapproximately0.5chord
both upstreamand downstreamof the model. In
this region,the flowis drivenby the inviscidprcs-
sureimposedonthewallbytheairfoilandishighly
dependentonthestrongvariationsin streamlinecur-
vature.Thelimits ofthis flowregionaredetermined
by theonsetof largechangesin thewall flow-angle
gradients.

Measurementsof thepressuresin theslot region
indicatethat the local variationon the back (or
plenum)sideof theslat is riot significantlydifferent
from that measuredin the far field of the plenum.
The largerthe numberof slots, the closeris the
correlationbetweenthosemeasurementsmadeonthe
backoftheslatandthosemadein thefarfieldofthc
surroundingplelmm.

Viscouseffectson theslot flow fieldwcrcsignif-
icant. Measurementsof the total pressureof the
flowenteringthe slotshow'it to be nearthe free-
streamtotal pressure,particularlywith the airfoil
installed.A largedropin theslottotal pressureoc-
curswhilethefluid passesthroughtheslot,whichis
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indicativeof strongviscousshearing.Largeexper-
imentalvaluesof the tunnel-emptyslot-flowangle
weremeasured(_7° outflowin the 6 x 19Tun-
nel studies),and about65 percentof this canbc
attributedto the growthof the tunnel-wallbound-
arylayers.Theselargeanglesviolatetheassumption
that thesquareof thecrossflow-velocitycomponent

is negligible as prescribed in the first-order, cle.ssic

ideal-slot theory. For the present 6 x 19 Tunnel stud-

ies, the slot width was reduced by 26 percent because

of separation from the sharp entry edge of the slot lip.
A reduction in the geometric slot width by 26 percent

allowed the tunnel-empty wall pressure drop (i.e.,
that measured in the absence of free-stream curva-

ture) to be correlated with the square of the slot-

flow angle in accordance with higher order slotted-
wall theory and leads to the conclusion that the ef-
fective slot is located at the vena contracta. Available

data for slots with sharp entry edges indicate that the
vena contracta occurs about 0.4 slot widths into the

plenum for outflow conditions. Tunnel-empty vena

contracta flow angles in the 6 x 19 Tunnel experi-
ment were approximately 12 ° . The location of the

vcna contracta with and without the airfoil appears

ahnost fixed, which indicates only a small deviation

of the interface between the tunnel and plenum flows
from the plane of the slotted wall. A lack of infor-

mation regarding inflow to the tunnel does not al-

low similar definitive conclusions regarding the in-

flow vcna contracta; however, for mild inflow (based

on results presented by Gocthert (1957)), valid as-
sumptions can be made that the effective slot will
be at the vcna contracta and that the vena contracta
will occur within the slot.

Fin.ally, flow angles measured in the slot were

found to be insensitive to variations in Mach number,
which agrees with previously published AEDC re-

sults. Slotted-wall flow-field measurements acquired
with a model installed reveal anomalies that can

presently be explained only by the presence of a vor-
tex originating at the slot-entry edge of the slat near

the point of zero-slot flow angle near the maximum
airfoil model thickness. Conclusive statements will

require further experiments.

Concluding Remarks

An experiment has been conducted on the near-

wall flow field of a longitudinally slotted transonic

wind tunnel and the results are presented in this pa-

per. This study is a precursor to a theoretical ef-

fort designed to improve the slotted-wall boundary

condition and is designed to provide an appropri-
ate database to evaluate the resulting coefficients in

the boundary condition for a range of slotted-wall



geometries,wind tunnel test conditions,and test
modelattitudes. This studyhasbeendividedinto
twomajorparts a surveyof previousexperiments
anda reexaminationof thepublisheddata;andthe
presentationof a newexperiment,someof the re-
sultingdata,and the major findings.The present
experiment,whencombinedwith thoseof previous
investigators,yieldsa morecomplete(althoughnot
conclusive)physicalcharacterizationof the flowin,

around,andthroughtheslottedwallof a transonic
wind tunnel. Additionally,the concisecompilation
of the experimentsandthe resultspresentedherein
highlightdeficienciesin thecurrentdatabaseandin-
dicatetileneedfornewexperiments.

NASALangteyResearchCenter
Hampton,VA23681-0001
December18,1993
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Table I. NACA 0012 Airfoil Orifice Ordinates

Orifice

801

802

803
804

805
806

807

808

809

810
811

812

813
814

815

816

817

818
819

820

821

822
823

824

Lower surface Upper surface

x, in.
0

.0719

.1490

.2980

.4514

.6022

.9048

1.2018

1.5000
1.7992

2.0981

2.3969

2.6983
2.9949

3.2939

3.5932

3.8928
4.1919

4.4939

4.7924

5.0893
5.3899

5.6881

5.8428

y_ in.

-0.0002
-.1127

-.1584

-.2149
-.2539

-.2829

-.3226

-.3450
-.3568

-.3602

-.3579

-.3495
-.3361

-.3190

-.2984
-.2745

-.2476

-.2188

-.1879

-.1560
-.1231

-.0884

-.0501
-.0293

Orificc

825

826

827

828
829

830

831
832

833

834

835
836

837

838

839
840

841

842

843
844

845

846

847

x, in.
0.0733

.1533

.2958

.4535

.6085

.9008
1.1971

1.4959

1.7961

2.0980

2.3693
2.6967

2.9965

3.2963

3.5946
3.8925

4.1951

4.4934

4.7940
5.0937

5.3911

5.6880
5.8332

y, in.
0.1110

.1582

.2121

.2529

.2835

.3222

.3445

.3562

.3598

.3577

.3498

.3364

.3191

.2985

.2754

.2500

.2215

.1911

.1586

.1247

.0896

.0527

.0330
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TableII. SlotandSlatOrifices

Side
orifice
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008

009

010

011

012

013

014
015

x, in.
-16.0

-13.0

-10.0

-8.0

-6.0

-4.5

-3.0
-1.5

0

1.5

3.0

5.0

7.5

10.5
14.0

Top

y, in. orifice
9.5 016

017

018

019

020

021

022
023

O24

O25

026

027

028

029
-. 030

x, in.
-16.0

-13.0

-10.0

-8.0

-6.0

-4.5

-3.0
-1.5

0

1.5

3.0

5.0

7.5

10.5
14.0

y, in.
9.437

Bottom

orifice

031

032

033

034

035

036
037

038

039

040

041

042

043

044
O45

x, in.
-16.0

-13.0

-10.0

-8.0

-6.0
-4.5

-3.0

-1.5

0

1.5

3.0

5.0

7.5

10.5
14.0

y, in.
9.563

l
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TableIII. SidewallOrifices

Row1
orifice

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

x, in. y, in.
-22.002 8.482

-18.996 8.475

- 16.002 8.500
-13.012 8.489

-9.998 8.498

-7.999 8.497
-6.007 8.493

-5.007 8.493

-4.0O7 8.493

-3.007 8.494

-2.007 8.494

- 1.005 8.495
-.006 8.496

.994 8.497
1.995 8.497

2.993 8.498

4.995 8.501

6,995 8.502
8.993 8.502

10.985 8.508

12.987 8.513

Row 2
orifice

201

202

2O3

2O4

205
206

2O7

208

209
210

211

212

213
214

215

216

217
218

219

22O
221

x, in. y, in.
-22.020 7.955

- 19.020 7.955

-16.018 7.967
-13.017 7.972

-10.017 7.980

-8.018 7.984

-6.007 7.994
-5.007 7.994

-4.007 7.995

-3.006 7.995

-2.007 7.997

-1.006 7.997
-.006 7.997

.992 7.997

1.995 7.999

2.994 7.999
4.995 8.000

6.996 8.002

8.995 8.004
11.001 8.OO9

12.974 8.005

Row 3
orifice

301

302

303
304

305

3O6
3O7

308

309

310

311
312

313

314

315
316

317

318
319

320

321

x, in. y, in.
-22.019 7.454
-19.017 7.460

-16.017 7.464

-13.016 7.474

-10.013 7.479
-8.016 7.485

-6.006 7.493

-5.006 7.494

-4.006 7.496

-3.O06 7.497
-2.006 7.497

-1.006 7.497

-.008 7.491
.994 7.50O

1.995 7.500

2.995 7.501

4.995 7.501
6.995 7.501

8.997 7.504

10.987 7.505
12.996 7.503

Table IV. Wind Tunnel Wall Mach Number Calibration Coefficients

[See equation (9)].

Wall

15-1

15-2
7.5-1

Solid

15-4
7.5-2

3.75-1

10-4

5-2

6-4

3-2
10-2

Als

0.000688
.000997

.000398

.000208

.000650

.000427

.000090

.000531

.000604

.000789

.000299

.000692

Bls

0.970948

.965892

.975668

.989451

.976335

.992203
1.006190

.983785

.99O582

.987352

1.008190
.976066

C/S

0.076716
.090900

.078477

.079178

.060428

.033086

.011167

.047933

.053354

.056231

.030300

.069774
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(b) Measured flow angle over slot.

Figure 4. Chen and Mears (1957) over slot data for all tests.
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(c) Computed flow-angle gradient over slot.

Figure 4. Concluded.
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Figure 5. Chen and Mears (1957) test 3 data over slot and slat.
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Figure 6. Berndt and SSrens_n (1976). All linear dimensions are in millimeters.
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Figure 7. Berndt and SSrens6n data (1976).
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4

1. Wind tunnel test section
2. Slotted model wall
3. Auxiliary suction/plenum chamber
4. Ejector (suction) system

(a) Schematic of model mounting on tunnel floor.

Transverse
plane

h'- Lateral spreading

_of suction effects

jr*

/(x
(b) Schematic of wall flow and measurement plane.

Figure 8. Wu, Collins, and Bhat (1983) experiment.
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Figure 9. Velocity component distribution on single slotted-wall model. M_ =0.81; R = 8.14 × 106;

Q = 0.047 ft3/min; z = 0.5 in. (taken from Wu, Collins, and Bhat (1983)).
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Figure 10. Velocity vectors projected on crossflow plane and schematic of streamline patterns at M_ = 0.6

(Wu, Collins, and Bhat (1983)). All linear dimensions are in inches.
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(a) Test cross section.

(b) Slot coordinate system.

Figure 11. Everhart, Igoe, and Flechner (1991) experiment. All linear dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 12. Variation of DFA-probe measurements with tunnel station. Moo = 0.6.
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(b) Mach number.

Figure 13. Effect of tunnel-empty free-stream Mach number on local slot-flow properties measured in DFA at
tunnel station 24 in.
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Figure 14. Influence of airfoil-induced curvature on local slot-flow properties measured in DFA at tunnel station
24 in. Moo = 0.6.
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